CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

After presenting the result of analysis in the previous chapter finally, the conclusion is taken in this part. This conclusion refers to answer of the problems of research that has been presented by the writer in the previous chapter. This chapter also contains the suggestions that the writer gives for the future researchers and readers.

Ever Bloom is one of the main character inside of the novel Evermore. She appear along the story and has big role to build the story. She also belongs to be round character because her story has significance changing from the beginning until in the end of the story. Ever Bloom is a sixteen years old girl, she has a beautiful deep blue eyes, tall and lean, a girls with 163 cm. First, the writer concludes that Ever Bloom is a beautiful girl. The other characters described her as a beautiful woman. Damen and also her best friend’s, Haven and Milles has a same opinion about Ever Physical appearance. Ever change her personality towards other people. In her former life, Ever was popular and fun, but she now hides under a hoodie, black sunglasses with headphones plugged in at all times to protect herself from her secret and the freak she feels she has become. Despite making a new friends, Ever becomes depressed, hiding her thoughts, shutting everyone out, afraid to be near anyone or touch them for fear of the consequence when she does. She distance herself from others in an effort to insulate herself from their thoughts and feelings. Ever was the epitome of popularity, she was a
part of the popular crowd, where most of a teenager were cute, talented, smart, wealthy and easy going. She was a smart blond and bubbly cheerleader.

The first characterization of Ever Bloom is strange. Her decision to change her way to dress influence a view of people around her. She did not want to wear a clothes like people as usual to avoid a contact with others because with her psychic ability, only in one touch she can feel is what others thought. The other proofs that Ever Bloom is strange is when she in the class, and almost all of her classmate calls her strange. She never changed her mind about her way to dress that make her does not have any friends.

The next is stubborn. It can be proved when she gets a tragic car accident and she is really depressed and guilty with her traumatic experience. Though recommended by a doctor, Ever does not want to join in grief counseling. She is does not believe that this therapy can reduce her traumatic. Not only in this case, but it can be proved when Ava, her aunt’s friend that has a psychic ability tells that she can help Ever to lost her psychic power. But Ever was very stubborn and does not want to believe her. The next is faithful. It can be proved when there is a new gorgeous boy join in her class. Her best friend, Haven and Milles realize that Damen like Ever but, She trying to ignore him because she knows that Haven already in love with Damen.

Second, the writer concludes that Ever Bloom has some reasons to changes her personality. First is, Ever Bloom wants to have a better life like in her previous life without a psychic ability. Her personality is totally changed. She
feels disappointed because her life is not like the other people that can do anything like their want. She hopes find something better than before, like her life before the accident. For Ever, her psychic ability is very annoyed her so she can not behave like normal human being. She has a power psychic, Ever Bloom can see people’s aura, hear their thoughts, and know someone’s entire life story by touching them. The glow that surrounds every living person and changes color in response to health and mood. So, Ever battle to get her normal life and really wants to reduce her psychic ability with every way. Her desire is strong and override her superego. She become a girl with bad personality. Actually her personality is dominated by her aggressive drive which is known as id’s instinct. Id’s instinct driver her into a bad person. She wants to do anything that she wants to reduce her psychic ability without thinking the things that she has done may causes bad effect for her. She decide to date with her new classmate, Damen Auguste. Even she does not know him already and she only knew him for a weeks, without knowing where the boy came from. She decide to be a Damen’s girlfriend because she realize that only Damen can reduce her psychic power. Damen is only person that has no aura and the only person that can touches without feel his thought. But, for a weeks Ever changes her personality because she always accept all of Damen’s needed. She become an arrogant girl, always come late in the class, does not join some classes, then all of it to accompany her boyfriend. She also become a drunk, after her relationship with Damen is break up. Ever thinks that only vodka that can disappear her psychic power.
The third, the writer concludes that her traumatic experience also
influenced her to change her personality into a bad girl. She has some anxiety. The
first is because of her psychic ability. She often get offended mind that her body
cannot control it. This anxiety is caused of spirit anxiety. She feel disturb with all
the people auras. She feels too anxious with all the generated energy, colors,
sights and sound swirling around her. In this case, Ever think it was her fault and
she feeling guilty all the time. Because a car accident is caused by her, when she
and her family wants to go to holiday, and she realize that her favorite sweatshirt
was leave in home. Her father turns around in response to her pleas and has a
wreck when a deer steps out in front of their vehicle.